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Nomination Form Due to ASAGA by April 30, 2019 
 

ASAGA seeks nominations for the Jackson Stanley Conference Scholarship, which the winner 
will be provided the registration fee, hotel pertaining to conference, airfare, ground 
transportation and a daily meal per diem to the National Guardianship Association Conference.  
The 2019 conference will be in Lexington, Kentucky, October 13th to 15th.  
 
The purpose of the Jackson Stanley Conference Scholarship is to recognize an outstanding 
guardian or conservator living in Alaska who demonstrates exemplary commitment to the 
individual under a protective appointment regarding their guardianship and conservatorship 
duties. 
 
ASAGA will review all nominations that include the following nominating criteria:  
Nominating Criteria  

1. Anyone can nominate a guardian or conservator; including the guardian or conservator 
themselves but if this is a self-nomination, please provide a reference. 

2. The guardian or conservator should have been appointed for at least one year prior to 
nomination. 

3. Nominees must be living in the State of Alaska and their orders need to be current and 
in good standing in Alaska.  This will be verified through Courtview. 

4. Nominee must have demonstrated commitment to the protected person based on the 
criteria of the NGA Standards of Practice adopted by the State of Alaska.   

5. Nominees can be non-professional guardian/conservators such as family members or 
friends, public guardians or private, professional guardians.   

6. Nominee must be willing to be interviewed before and after the NGA conference.  
Nominator must be willing to be interviewed by ASAGA should your nominee be 
selected. 

7. The winner must commit to attending the conference no later than June 30, 2019. 

8. This year’s theme is based on NGA Standard #7 – see below 
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The selection will be done by committee. Members of the committee are 
designed so that there is not a conflict of nomination.  Committee members are 
not aware of the name of the applicant or nomination. 
 
Should the nominated guardian not be willing or able to attend the conference, 
the committee will have selected two other nominations for a total of three and 
second place finisher will be offered the conference followed by the third if 
needed.  Should the list go beyond three, the chosen guardian will be pulled from 
the full list of nominees by random drawing. 
 


